The Everything Large-Print Bible Word Search Book: 150 Inspirational Puzzles - Now In Large Print! (Everything Series)
Synopsis
Test your Bible knowledge with this book! Packed with 150 puzzles, this entertaining puzzle collection mixes Bible passages with the most popular Everything® puzzles, including: Genesis, Psalms, Proverbs, The Epistles. This book is perfect if you’re looking for a fun way to review your knowledge of the New and Old Testaments, or if you enjoy challenging theme puzzles. And best of all, with both puzzles and clues in easy-to-read large type, you can put away that magnifying glass and jump straight into the fun!
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Customer Reviews
No magnifying glass needed with this crossword book! Also good paper quality for ink or pencil. My one complaint and reason for only 3 stars is that a very small percentage of the clues have a Biblical base, (ex: puzzle #1, out of 100 clues only 8 were biblical), the rest are sports related, history, entertainment...everything and anything. Still nice but a little misleading.

My 75 year old Grandma just loves word search puzzles. She calls them her "brain exercises". However she has a little difficulty seeing all those little letters as she has gotten older. I bought her The Everything Large-Print Bible Word Search Book and in return she mailed me a $50 check and told me to buy her every large print word search "the " had. I would say it’s a smash hit for her! I think if you’re looking for a gift from a grandmother or grandfather you can’t go wrong with one of
these books. They’re easy to read and provide enough challenge that they’ll enjoy doing them.

My Mom (age 62) is always looking for ways to keep her mind active and sharp. When I found these puzzle books online, I had a feeling she might enjoy them, so I ordered 3 to have delivered to her as an early holiday gift. You was thrilled! The puzzles are challenging enough to keep her engaged and the large print is a plus with her bifocals. Would definitely recommend for anyone who enjoys word search as these are large, high-quality books.

I gave this book five stars because it’s just what it should be. Unfortunately it was too difficult for my memory impaired relative. She just couldn’t remember what she was supposed to do. :( Not the fault of the compilers -- next time I’ll try something easier.

We bought this for my husband’s mother who has Alzheimer’s. She has only a few beloved games she likes and remembers how to play. She has been doing word searches recently. Although she may not know what the words mean, she likes to find and match them! Hopefully, any mind strengthening she can do will help slow down the Alzheimer’s progression! She loves the Bible version since much of that is still familiar to her.

I got this for me 87 year old grandmother.. She loves it.. The print and the content was what we expected it to be. We have ordered books for her, but was her favorite

Awesome! One of my best purchases on ever! Bought it for a dear "older" friend who is passionate about his Bible studies and he loves it. The print is large. The content is great. I will definitely order similar books for him.

I purchased this for my parents, who are retired and love doing these things to keep the brain active. They really liked this Word Search Book. I have purchased several and they both complimented liking this one.
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